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Cover letter for revised version  
18th June 2009

Dear Editors

Thank you for your email.

Under Major revisions I have made the following changes:

Author List - All the authors' names match those in the submission system. Note I had to change one name 'Elena Schmidt' in the submission system as it was the wrong way round. I have removed job titles.

I have made changes to the references 6, 11, 16, 21 and 58 as requested. These changes have also been made in the accompanying endnote file etl.enl.

Minor Revisions

Author List. I have reformatted as a paragraph and used superscripts to indicate affiliations.

I have included email addresses in the format requested.

I have removed the figure placement text.

I have replaced underlined text with bold except where the underlining indicates a hyperlink or email.
I have put a sub-heading 'references' above the reference list.

I have not further cropped the figure as when I try and do this the quality of the figure deteriorates. One of the other authors originally created this figure and I can request a better version from him if the quality is too poor.

Martin Wall